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Abstract. The presence of symmetry in Boolean satisfiability (SAT)
problem instances often poses challenges to solvers. Currently, the most
effective approach to handle symmetry is by static symmetry breaking,
which generates asymmetric constraints to add to the instance. An alternative way is to handle symmetry dynamically during solving. As modern
SAT solvers can be viewed as propositional proof generators, adding a
symmetry rule in a solver’s proof system would be a straightforward
technique to handle symmetry dynamically. However, none of these proposed symmetrical learning techniques are competitive to static symmetry breaking. In this paper, we present symmetric explanation learning, a
form of symmetrical learning based on learning symmetric images of explanation clauses for unit propagations performed during search. A key
idea is that these symmetric clauses are only learned when they would
restrict the current search state, i.e., when they are unit or conflicting.
We further provide a theoretical discussion on symmetric explanation
learning and a working implementation in a state-of-the-art SAT solver.
We also present extensive experimental results indicating that symmetric
explanation learning is the first symmetrical learning scheme competitive
with static symmetry breaking.
Keywords: Boolean satisfiability, symmetry, proof theory, symmetric
learning, dynamic symmetry breaking
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Introduction

Hard combinatorial problems often exhibit symmetry. When these symmetries
are not taken into account, solvers are often needlessly exploring isomorphic
parts of a search space. Hence, we need methods to handle symmetries that
improve solver performance on symmetric instances.
One common method to eliminate symmetries is to add symmetry breaking
formulas to the problem specification [10, 1], which is called static symmetry
breaking. For the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), the tools Shatter [3]
and BreakID [14] implement this technique; they function as a preprocessor
that can be used with any SAT solver.
Dynamic symmetry handling, on the other hand, interferes in the search process itself. For SAT, dynamic symmetry handling has taken on many forms. Early
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work on this topic dynamically detects symmetry after failing a search branch to
avoid failing symmetrical search branches, using an incomplete symmetry detection strategy [7]. Next, dynamic symmetry breaking posts and retracts symmetry
breaking formulas during search, dynamically detecting symmetry with graph
automorphism techniques [5].
A more principled approach is implemented by SymChaff, a structure-aware
SAT solver [29]. Next to a conjunctive normal form (CNF) theory, SymChaff
assumes as input a special type of symmetry, structuring the Boolean variables
from the theory in so-called k-complete m-classes. This structure is then used
to branch over a subset of variables from the same class instead of over a single
variable, allowing the solver to avoid assignments symmetric to these variables.
Arguably, the most studied dynamic symmetry handling approach is symmetrical learning, which allows a SAT solver to learn symmetrical clauses when
constructing an unsatisfiability proof. The idea is that SAT solvers do not only
search for a satisfying assignment, but simultaneously try to prove that none exists. For this, their theoretical underpinning is the propositional resolution proof
system [28], which lets a SAT solver learn only those clauses that are resolvents of
given or previously learned clauses. A SAT solver’s proof system provides upper
bounds on the effectiveness of SAT solvers when solving unsatisfiable instances.
For instance, for encodings of the pigeonhole principle, no polynomial resolution
proofs exist [19], and hence, a SAT solver cannot solve such encodings efficiently.
However, if one were to add a rule that under a symmetry argument, a
symmetrical clause may be learned, then short proofs for problems such as the
pigeonhole encoding exist [23]. As with the resolution rule, the central question
for systems that allow the symmetry argument rule then becomes what selection of symmetrical clauses to learn, as learning all of them is infeasible [20]
(nonetheless, some have experimented with learning all symmetrical clauses in
a SAT solver [30]). The symmetrical learning scheme (SLS) only learns the
symmetrical images of clauses learned by resolution, under some small set of
generators of a given symmetry group [6]. Alternatively, symmetry propagation
(SP) learns a symmetrical clause if it is guaranteed to propagate a new literal
immediately [15]. Finally, for the graph coloring problem, symmetry-handling
clauses can be learned based on Zykov contraction [20]. Unfortunately, none of
these are competitive to state-of-the-art static symmetry breaking for SAT, as
we will show with extensive experiments.
Symmetrical learning, as discussed in the previous paragraph differs significantly from the other methods discussed. These other methods all prune the
search tree in a satisfiability-preserving way, but possibly also prune out models, for instance by adding symmetry breaking clauses or by not considering all
possible choices at a given choice point. As such, they change the set of models
of the theory, hence why we call them symmetry breaking. Symmetrical learning exploits symmetry in another way: if unsatisfiabilty of a certain branch of
the search tree is concluded, it manages to learn that symmetrical parts of the
search tree are also unsatisfiable; all clauses learned by symmetrical learning are
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consequences of the original specification. Hence, it never eliminates any models:
symmetries are not broken, but merely exploited.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to symmetrical learning – symmetric explanation learning (SEL) – that improves upon our earlier work on
symmetry propagation [15]. SEL’s central idea is to learn a symmetric image
of a clause only if (i) the clause is an explanation for a unit propagated literal
and if (ii) the symmetric image itself is either unit or conflicting. In short, (i)
limits the number of symmetric images under investigation to a manageable set,
and (ii) guarantees that any learned symmetric clause is useful – it restricts the
search state – at least once.
We experimentally validate this algorithm and conclude that SEL is the first
dynamic symmetry exploitation approach to successfully implement a symmetric
learning scheme. It performs on-par with the award winning static symmetry
breaking tool BreakID [14] and outperforms previous symmetrical learning
algorithms such as SLS [6] and SP [15].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall some
preliminaries on symmetry and satisfiability solving. Afterwards, we introduce
our new algorithm in Section 3 and compare it to related work in Section 4. We
present experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
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Preliminaries

Satisfiability problem Let Σ be a set of Boolean variables and B = {t, f } the
set of Boolean values denoting true and false respectively. For each x ∈ Σ,
there exist two literals; the positive literal denoted by x and the negative literal
denoted by ¬x. The negation ¬(¬x) of a negative literal ¬x is the positive literal
x, and vice versa. The set of all literals over Σ is denoted Σ. A clause is a finite
disjunction of literals (l1 ∨. . .∨ln ) and a formula is a finite conjunction of clauses
(c1 ∧. . .∧cm ). By this definition, we implicitly assume a formula is an expression
in conjunctive normal form (CNF).
A (partial) assignment is a set of literals (α ⊂ Σ) such that α contains at
most one literal over each variable in Σ. Under assignment α, a literal l is said
to be true if l ∈ α, false if ¬l ∈ α, and unknown otherwise. An assignment α
satisfies a clause c if it contains at least one true literal under α. An assignment
α satisfies a formula ϕ, denoted α |= ϕ, if α satisfies each clause in ϕ. If α |= ϕ,
we also say that ϕ holds in α. A formula is satisfiable if an assignment exists
that satisfies it, and is unsatisfiable otherwise. The Boolean satisfiability (SAT)
problem consists of deciding whether a formula is satisfiable. Two formulas are
equisatisfiable if both are satisfiable or both are unsatisfiable.
An assignment α is complete if it contains exactly one literal over each variable in Σ. A formula ψ (resp. clause c) is a logical consequence of a formula ϕ,
denoted ϕ |= ψ (resp. ϕ |= c), if for all complete assignments α satisfying ϕ, α
satisfies ψ (resp. α satisfies c). Two formulas are logically equivalent if each is a
logical consequence of the other.
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A clause c is a unit clause under assignment α if all but one literals in c are
false. A clause c is a conflict clause (or conflicting) under α if all literals in c are
false.
We often consider a formula ϕ in the context of some assignment α. For this,
we introduce the notion of ϕ under α, denoted as ϕ ↓ α, which is the formula
obtained by conjoining ϕ with a unit clause (l) for each literal l ∈ α. Formally,
ϕ ↓ α is the formula
^
ϕ∧
l
l∈α

Symmetry in SAT Let π be a permutation of a set of literals Σ. We extend π to
clauses: π(l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln ) = π(l1 ) ∨ . . . ∨ π(ln ), to formulas: π(c1 ∧ . . . ∧ cn ) = π(c1 ) ∧
. . . ∧ π(cn ), and to assignments: π(α) = {π(l) | l ∈ α}. We write permutations
in cycle notation. For example, (a b c)(¬a ¬b ¬c)(¬d d) is the permutation that
maps a to b, b to c, c to a, ¬a to ¬b, ¬b to ¬c, ¬c to ¬a, swaps d with ¬d, and
maps any other literals to themselves.
Permutations form algebraic groups under the composition relation (◦). A
set of permutations P is a set of generators for a permutation group G if each
permutation in G is a composition of permutations from P. The group Grp(P)
is the permutation group generated by all compositions of permutations in P.
The orbit OrbG (x) of a literal or clause x under a permutation group G is the
set {π(x) | π ∈ G}.
A symmetry π of a propositional formula ϕ over Σ is a permutation over Σ
that preserves satisfaction to ϕ; i.e., α |= ϕ iff π(α) |= ϕ.
A permutation π of Σ is a symmetry of a propositional formula ϕ over Σ if
the following sufficient syntactic condition is met:
– π commutes with negation: π(¬l) = ¬π(l) for all l ∈ Σ, and
– π fixes the formula: π(ϕ) = ϕ.
It is easy to see that these two conditions guarantee that π maps assignments
to assignments, preserving satisfaction to ϕ.
Typically, only this syntactical type of symmetry is exploited, since it can be
detected with relative ease. One first converts a formula ϕ over variables Σ to a
colored graph such that any automorphism – a permutation of a graph’s nodes
that maps the graph onto itself – of the graph corresponds to a permutation of
Σ that commutes with negation and that fixes the formula. Next, the graph’s
automorphism group is detected by tools such as nauty [25], Saucy [22] or
bliss [21], and is translated back to a symmetry group of ϕ.
The technique we present in this paper works for all kinds of symmetries, syntactical and others. However, our implementations use BreakID for symmetry
detection, which only detects a syntactical symmetry group by the method described above.
2.1

Conflict Driven Clause Learning SAT solvers

We briefly recall some of the characteristics of modern conflict driven clause
learning SAT (CDCL) solvers [24].
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A CDCL solver takes as input a formula ϕ over a set of Boolean variables
Σ. As output, it returns an (often complete) assignment satisfying ϕ, or reports
that none exists.
Internally, a CDCL solver keeps track of a partial assignment α – called the
current assignment – which initially is empty. At each search step, the solver
chooses a variable x for which the current assignment α does not yet contain a
literal, and adds either the positive literal x or the negative literal ¬x to α. The
added literal is now a choice literal, and may result in some clauses becoming unit
clauses under the refined current assignment. This prompts a unit propagation
phase, where for all unknown literals l occurring in a unit clause, the current
assignment is extended with l. Such literals are propagated literals; we refer to
the unit clause that initiated l’s unit propagation as l’s explanation clause. If no
more unit clauses remain under the resulting assignment, the unit propagation
phase ends, and a new search step starts by deciding on a next choice literal.
During unit propagation, a clause c can become conflicting when another
clause propagates the last unknown literal l of c to false. At this moment, a CDCL
solver will construct a learned clause by investigating the explanation clauses
for the unit propagations leading to the conflict clause. This learned clause c
is a logical consequence of the input formula, and using c in unit propagation
prevents the conflict from occurring again after a backjump.1 We refer to the set
of learned clauses of a CDCL solver as the learned clause store ∆.
Formally, we characterize the state of a CDCL solver solving a formula ϕ by
a quadruple (α, γ, ∆, E), where
– α is the current assignment,
– γ ⊆ α is the set of choice literals – the set of literals α \ γ are known as
propagated literals,
– ∆ is the learned clause store,
– E is a function mapping the propagated literals l ∈ α \ γ to their explanation
clause E(l), which can be either a clause from the input formula ϕ or from
the learned clause store ∆.
During the search process, the invariant holds that the current assignment is
a logical consequence of the decision literals, given the input formula. Formally:
ϕ ↓ γ |= ϕ ↓ α.
Secondly, the learned clauses are logical consequences of the input formula:
ϕ |= c for each c ∈ ∆.

3

Symmetric Explanation Learning

From the definition of symmetry, the following proposition easily follows:
1

Backjumping is a generalization of the more classical backtracking over choices in
combinatorial solvers.
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Proposition 1. Let ϕ be a propositional formula, π a symmetry of ϕ, and c a
clause. If ϕ |= c, then also ϕ |= π(c).
Proof. If ϕ |= c then π(ϕ) |= π(c), as π renames the literals in formulas and
clauses. Symmetries preserve models, hence π(ϕ) is logically equivalent to ϕ,
hence ϕ |= π(c).
Since learned clauses are always logical consequences of the input formula,
every time a CDCL solver learns a clause c, one may apply Proposition 1 and
add π(c) as a learned clause for every symmetry π of some symmetry group of G.
This is called symmetrical learning, which extends the resolution proof system
underpinning a SAT solver’s learning technology with a symmetry rule.
Symmetrical learning can be used as a symmetry handling tool for SAT:
because every learned clause prevents the solver from encountering a certain
conflict, the orbit of this clause under the symmetry group will prevent the
encounter of all symmetrical conflicts, resulting in a solver never visiting two
symmetrical parts of the search space.
However, since the size of permutation groups can grow exponentially in the
number of permuted elements, learning all possible symmetrical clauses will in
most cases add too many symmetrical clauses to the formula to be of practical
use. Symmetrical learning approaches need to limit the amount of symmetrical
learned clauses [20].
Given a set of input symmetries P, the idea behind symmetric explanation
learning (SEL) is to aim at learning symmetrical variants of learned clauses
on the moment these variants propagate. A naive way to obtain this behaviour
would be to check at each propagation phase for each clause c ∈ ∆ and each
symmetry π ∈ P whether π(c) is a unit clause. Such an approach would have
an unsurmountable overhead. Therefore, we implemented SEL using two optimizations.
The first is that we make a selection of “interesting” clauses: the symmetrical
variants of clauses in ∆ that are explanation clauses of some propagation in
the current search state. The intuition is that an explanation clause c contains
mostly false literals, so, assuming that the number of literals permuted by some
symmetry π is much smaller than the total number of literals in the formula,
π(c) has a good chance of containing the same mostly false literals.
Secondly, we store those promising symmetrical variants in a separate symmetrical learned clause store Θ. Clauses in this store are handled similar to
clauses in ∆, with the following differences:
1. propagation with ∆ is always prioritized over propagation with Θ,
2. whenever a clause in Θ propagates, it is added to ∆,
3. whenever the solver backjumps over a propagation of a literal l, all symmetrical clauses π(E(l)) are removed from Θ.
The first two points ensure that no duplicate clauses will ever be added to ∆
without the need for checking for duplicates. Indeed, by prioritizing propagation
with ∆, a clause in Θ can only propagate if it is not a part of ∆ yet. The third
point guarantees that Θ contains only symmetrical variants of clauses that have
shown to be relevant in the current branch of the search tree.
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On a technical note, Θ contains clauses π(E(l)) from the moment l is propagated until a backjump unassigns l. As a result, it is useless to add π(E(l)) to
Θ if it is satisfied at the moment l is propagated, as it will never become an
unsatisfied unit clause before backjumping over l. Similarly, it is not necessary
to store any literals of π(E(l)) that are false at the moment l is propagated,
as these will not change status before backjumping over l. To combat this, Θ
contains an approximation π(E(l))∗ of π(E(l)), which excludes any literals that
are false at the moment l is propagated. If π(E(l))∗ ever becomes unit, so does
π(E(l)). At this point, we recover the original clause π(E(l)) from some stored
reference to π and l, by simply applying π to E(l) again. Additionally, before
adding a unit π(E(l)) as a learned clause to ∆, our implementation performs
a self-subsumption clause simplification step, as this is a simple optimization
leading to stronger learned clauses [31].
Finally, keeping track of unit clauses in Θ during refinement of the current
assignment is efficiently done by the well-known two-watched literal scheme [27].
We give pseudocode for SEL’s behavior during a CDCL solver’s propagation
phase in Algorithm 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

data: a formula ϕ, a set of symmetries P of ϕ, a partial assignment α, a set of
learned clauses ∆, an explanation function E, a set of symmetrical
explanation clauses Θ
repeat
foreach unsatisfied unit clause c in ϕ or ∆ do
let l be the unassigned literal in c;
add l to α;
set c as E(l);
foreach symmetry π in P do
if π(E(l)) is not yet satisfied by α then
add the approximation π(E(l))∗ to Θ;
end
end
end
if an unsatisfied unit clause π(E(l))∗ in Θ exists then
add the self-subsumed simplification of π(E(l)) to ∆;
end
until no new literals have been propagated or a conflict has occurred ;

Algorithm 1: propagation phase of a CDCL solver using SEL

Example 1 presents a unit propagation phase with the SEL technique.
Example 1. Let a CDCL solver have a state (α, γ, ∆, E) with current assignment
α = ∅, choice γ = ∅, learned clause store ∆ = {(a∨b), (¬c∨d∨e)} and explanation
function E the empty function. Let π = (a c)(¬a ¬c)(b d)(¬b ¬d) be a syntactical
symmetry of the input formula ϕ, and assume for the following exposition that
no propagation happens from clauses in ϕ. As the current assignment is currently
empty, the symmetrical learned clause store Θ is empty as well.
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Suppose the CDCL algorithm chooses ¬a, so α = γ = {¬a}. During unit
propagation, the CDCL algorithm propagates b, so α = {¬a, b}, γ = {¬a} and
E(b) = a ∨ b. By Algorithm 1, SEL adds π(E(b)) = c ∨ d to Θ, so Θ = {c ∨ d}.
No further unit propagation is possible, and c ∨ d is not unit or conflicting, so
the solver enters a new decision phase.
We let the solver choose ¬d, so α = {¬a, b, ¬d}, γ = {¬a, ¬d}. Still, no unit
propagation on clauses from ϕ or from the learned clause store ∆ is possible.
However, c ∨ d in Θ is unit, so SEL adds c ∨ d to ∆.
Now unit propagation is reinitiated, leading to the propagation of c with
reason E(c) = c ∨ d and e with reason E(e) = ¬c ∨ d ∨ e, so α = {¬a, b, ¬d, c, e}.
As both π(E(c)) = a ∨ b and π(E(e)) = ¬a ∨ d ∨ e are satisfied by α, they are not
added to Θ. No further propagation is possible, ending the propagation loop. N
Note that if a symmetry π is a syntactic symmetry of a formula ϕ, SEL will
never learn a symmetrical clause π(c) from a clause c ∈ ϕ, as π(c) ∈ ϕ already,
and has propagation priority on any other π(c) constructed by SEL. Moreover,
due to technical optimizations, π(c) will not even be constructed by SEL, as it
is satisfied due to unit propagation from ϕ’s clauses. From another perspective,
any clause learned by SEL is the symmetrical image of some previously learned
clause.
Also note that SEL is able to learn symmetrical clauses of symmetry compositions π 0 ◦ π, with π and π 0 two symmetries of the input formula. This happens
when at a certain point, c is an explanation clause and π(c) an unsatisfied unit
clause, and at some later moment during search, π(c) is an explanation clause
and π 0 (π(c)) an unsatisfied unit clause.

3.1

Complexity of SEL

Assuming a two-watched literal implementation for checking the symmetrical
clause store Θ on conflict or unit clauses, the computationally most intensive
step for SEL is filling Θ with symmetrical explanation clauses during unit propagation. Worst case, for each propagated literal l, SEL constructs π(E(l)) for
each π in the set of input symmetries P. Assuming k to be the size of the largest
clause in ϕ or ∆, this incurs a polynomial O(|P|k) time overhead at each propagation. As for memory overhead, SEL must maintain a symmetrical clause store
containing O(|P||α|) clauses, with α the solver’s current assignment.
Of course, as with any symmetrical learning approach, SEL might flood the
learned clause store with many symmetrical clauses. In effect, as only symmetrical explanation clauses are added to the learned clause store if they propagate
or are conflicting, an upper bound on the number of symmetrical clauses added
is the number of propagations performed by the solver, which can be huge. Aggressive learned clause store cleaning strategies might be required to maintain
efficiency.
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4

Related Work

In this section, we describe the relation of SEL and symmetric learning to other
SAT solving techniques from literature.
4.1

SEL and SLS

One proposed way to restrict the number of clauses generated by symmetrical
learning is the symmetrical learning scheme (SLS) [6]. Given an input set of
symmetries P, SLS only learns π(c) for each π ∈ P, and for each clause c
learned by resolution after a conflict. If c contains only one literal, the set of
symmetrical learned clauses from c is extended to the orbit of c under the group
generated by P.
A disadvantage of SLS is that not all symmetrical learned clauses are guaranteed to contribute to the search by propagating a literal at least once. This
might result in lots of useless clauses being learned, which do not actively avoid
a symmetrical part of the search space. It also is possible that some clauses
learned by this scheme already belong to the set of learned clauses, since most
SAT solvers do not perform an expensive check for duplicate learned clauses.
In Section 5, we give experimental results with an implementation of SLS.
4.2

SEL and SP

Another way to restrict the number of learned symmetrical clauses is given by
symmetry propagation (SP) [15]. SP also learns symmetrical clauses only when
they are unit or conflicting, but it uses the notion of weak activity to derive
which symmetrical clauses it will learn.
Definition 1. Let ϕ be a formula and (α, γ, ∆, E) the state of a CDCL solver.
A symmetry π of ϕ is weakly active for assignment α and choice literals γ if
π(γ) ⊆ α.
Weak activity is a is a refinement of activity; the latter is a technique used in
dynamic symmetry handling approaches for constraint programming [18, 26].
Now, if a symmetry π of a formula ϕ is weakly active in the current solver
state (α, γ, ∆, E), then SP’s implementation guarantees that for propagated literals l ∈ α \ γ, π(E(l)) is unit [15]. Then, SP adds any unsatisfied unit clauses
π(E(l)) to the learned clause store, and uses these to propagate π(l).2
As SEL checks whether π(E(l)) is unit for any input symmetry π, regardless
of whether π is weakly active or not, SEL detects at least as many symmetrical clauses that are unit and unsatisfied as SP. Note that in Example 1, after
making the choice ¬a, π is not weakly active, as ¬a ∈ α but π(¬a) = ¬c 6∈ α.
2

SP focuses its presentation on propagating symmetrical literals π(l) for weakly active symmetries, hence the name symmetry propagation. We present SP from a
symmetrical learning point of view, using the fact that SP employs π(E(l)) as a
valid explanation clause for π(l)’s propagation.
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Furthermore, after propagation of b and making the choice ¬d, SEL does learn
the symmetrical explanation clause π(E(b)) = (c ∨ d), propagating π(a) = c
in the process. This shows that SEL learns strictly more symmetrical clauses,
performs more propagation than SP, and closes an increasing number of symmetrical search branches over time.
4.3

Compatibility of symmetrical learning and preprocessing
techniques

As modern SAT solvers employ several preprocessing techniques [8] to transform
an input formula ϕ to a smaller, hopefully easier, equisatisfiable formula ϕ0 , we
should argue the soundness of SEL combined with those techniques. We do this
by giving a sufficient condition of the preprocessed formula for which symmetrical
learning remains a sound extension of a SAT solver’s proof system.
Theorem 1. Let ϕ and ϕ0 be two formulas over vocabulary Σ, and let π be a
symmetry of ϕ. Also, let ϕ0 be
1. a logical consequence of ϕ and
2. equisatisfiable to ϕ.
If clause c is a logical consequence of ϕ then ϕ0 ∧ π(c) is
1. a logical consequence of ϕ and
2. equisatisfiable to ϕ.
Proof. As c is a logical consequence of ϕ, π(c) is as well, by Proposition 1. Hence,
ϕ0 ∧ π(c) remains a logical consequence of ϕ, since both ϕ0 and π(c) hold in all
models of ϕ, proving 1.
This also means that any satisfying assignment to ϕ is a satisfying assignment
to ϕ0 ∧ π(c), so if ϕ is satisfiable, ϕ0 ∧ π(c) is satisfiable too. As the addition of
an extra clause to a formula only reduces the number of satisfying assignments,
if ϕ0 is unsatisfiable, ϕ0 ∧ π(c) is unsatisfiable too. Since ϕ0 is equisatisfiable with
ϕ, ϕ0 ∧ π(c) is unsatisfiable if ϕ is unsatisfiable. This proves 2.
Corollary 1. Let ϕ be a formula and π be a symmetry of ϕ. Symmetrical learning with symmetry π is sound for CDCL SAT solvers over a preprocessed formula
ϕ0 if ϕ0 is a logical consequence of ϕ and if ϕ0 is equisatisfiable to ϕ.
Proof. Any clause c learned by resolution or symmetry application on clauses
from ϕ0 or logical consequences of ϕ is a logical consequence of ϕ. Hence, by
Theorem 1, it is sound to learn the symmetrical clause π(c) when solving for ϕ0 .
In other words, if a preprocessing technique satisfies the conditions from Theorem 1, it is sound to symmetrically learn clauses in a CDCL SAT solver, as is
done by the SEL algorithm.
This is not a trivial, but also not a strict requirement. For instance, common
variable and clause elimination techniques based pioneered by SatELite [16]
and still employed by i.a. Glucose satisfy this requirement. One exception,
ironically, is static symmetry breaking, as the added symmetry breaking clauses
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are not logical consequences of the original formula. Also, a preprocessing technique that introduces new variables does not satisfy the above requirements, and
risks to combine unsoundly with symmetrical learning.
4.4

Symmetrical learning does not break symmetry

The earliest techniques to handle symmetry constructed formulas that removed
symmetrical solutions from a problem specification, a process that breaks the
symmetry in the original problem specification. Ever since, handling symmetry
seems to have become eponymous with breaking it, even though a symmetrical
learning based technique such as SEL only infers logical consequences of a formula, and hence does not a priori remove any solutions. In this paper, we tried
to consistently use the term symmetry handling where appropriate.
An advantage of non-breaking symmetry handling approaches is that it remains possible for a solver to obtain any solution to the original formula. For
instance, non-breaking symmetry handling approaches such as SEL can be used
to generate solutions to a symmetric formula, which are evaluated under an
asymmetric objective function [2]. Similarly, approaches such as SEL can be
used in a #SAT solver [9].

5

Experiments

In this section, we present experiments gauging SEL’s performance. We implemented SEL in the state-of-the-art SAT solver Glucose 4.0 [4] and made
our implementation available online [12]. Symmetry was detected by running
BreakID, which internally uses Saucy as graph automorphism detector.
All experiments have a 5000s time limit and a 16GB memory limit. The
hardware was an Intel Core i5-3570 CPU with 32GiB of RAM and Ubuntu
14.04 Linux as operating system. Detailed results and benchmark instances have
been made available online3 .
We first present a preliminary experiment on row interchangeability – a particular form of symmetry detected by BreakID – in Subsection 5.1, and give
our main result in Subsection 5.2.
5.1

Row interchangeability

Row interchangeability is a particular form of symmetry where a subset of the
literals are arranged as a matrix with k rows and m columns, and any permutation of the rows induces a symmetry [14]. This type of symmetry is common,
occurring often when objects in some problem domain are interchangeable. For
example, the interchangeability of pigeons in a pigeonhole problem, or the interchangeability of colors in a graph coloring problem lead to row interchangeability
at the level of a propositional specification. This type of symmetry can be broken
3

bitbucket.org/krr/sat_symmetry_experiments
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completely by static symmetry breaking formulas of polynomial size, resulting in
exponential search space reduction in e.g. pigeonhole problem specifications [14].
While the dynamic symmetry breaking solver SymChaff specializes in row
interchangeability, it is unclear how SEL (or symmetrical learning in general)
can efficiently handle this type of symmetry. As SEL only supports an input set
of simple symmetries as defined in Section 2, we currently use a set of generators
as a representation for a row interchangeability symmetry group. We investigate
two possible representations for a row interchangeability group with k rows:
– a linear representation, containing k − 1 symmetries that swap consecutive
rows, as well as the one symmetry swapping the first and last row.
– a quadratic representation, containing k(k − 1)/2 symmetries that swap any
two rows, including non-consecutive ones.
To experimentally verify the effectiveness of both approaches, we generated
two benchmark sets. The first consists of unsatisfiable pigeonhole formulas,
which assign k pigeons to k − 1 holes. We only provided the row interchangeability symmetry group stemming from interchangeable pigeons to the symmetry
handling routines. We shuffled the variable order of the formulas, to minimize
lucky guesses by Glucose’s heuristic. The number of pigeons in the instances
ranges between 10 and 100.
The second benchmark set consists of 110 both satisfiable and unsatisfiable
graph coloring problems, where we try to color graphs with k or k − 1 colors, where k is the input graph’s chromatic number4 . We only provided the
row interchangeability symmetry group stemming from interchangeable colors
to the symmetry handling routines, ignoring any potential symmetry in the input graph. Input graphs are taken from Michael Trick’s web page [32].
As a baseline, we use Glucose 4.0 coupled with the static symmetry breaking preprocessor BreakID, whose symmetry detection routine is disabled and
only gets to break the row interchangeability groups mentioned previously. The
results for pigeonhole are given in Table 1, and for coloring are given in Table 2. Solving time needed by BreakID’s symmetry detection is ignored, as this
was always less than 2.1 seconds, and the same for any approach.
On pigeonhole, the quadratic approach outperforms the linear approach,
solving instances with up to 30 pigeons opposed to only 16 pigeons. However,
even the quadratic approach does not reach the speedup exhibited by BreakID,
easily handling instances with 100 pigeons. On coloring, the quadratic approach
does manage to outperform both the linear approach and BreakID.
Based on this experiment, we default SEL to use a quadratic amount of rowswapping symmetry generators to represent a row interchangeability symmetry
group.
5.2

Evaluation of SEL

We evaluate SEL by comparing the following five solver configurations:
4

For the few instances where the chromatic number was not known, we made an
educated guess based on the graph’s name.
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# pigeons BreakID SEL–quadratic SEL–linear
10
0
0
0.04
11
0
0.06
0.3
12
0
0.15
0.08
13
0
0.93
0.81
14
0
0.01
4.97
15
0
0.03
791.26
16
0
0.04
4766.31
17
0
0.53
18
0
0.25
19
0
3.73
20
0
42.85
0.01
0.9
25
30
0.02
277.57
40
0.05
50
0.13
0.41
70
100
1.47
Table 1. Solving time in seconds of BreakID and SEL with different generator sets
for pigeonhole interchangeability. A “-” means the time limit of 5000s was reached.

# instances BreakID SEL–quadratic SEL–linear
110
70
87
74
Table 2. Total number of graph coloring instances solved within 5000s for BreakID
and SEL with different generator sets for graph coloring interchangeability.

– Glucose: pure Glucose 4.0, without any symmetry detection or handling
routines.
– BreakID: Glucose 4.0 coupled with the BreakID symmetry breaking
preprocessor in its default settings.
– SEL: our implementation of SEL in Glucose 4.0, taking as input the symmetries detected by BreakID in its default settings. This includes any row
interchangeability symmetry detected by BreakID, which is interpreted as
a quadratic set of row swapping symmetries.
– SP: the existing implementation of Symmetry propagation [13] in the classic
SAT solver MiniSAT [17], using its optimal configuration [15]. We slightly
extended this implementation to take BreakID’s symmetry output as input,
and interpreted any row interchangeability symmetry as a quadratic set of
symmetries.
– SLS: our implementation of SLS in Glucose 4.0, taking as input the symmetries detected by BreakID in its default settings. This includes any row
interchangeability symmetry detected by BreakID. Contrary to the other
solvers, we interpret interchangeability here as the linear amount of generators. The reason for this is that we noticed in preliminary testing that SLS
simply couldn’t handle a quadratic number of generators: with this it almost
always ran out of memory.
Our benchmark instances are partitioned in five benchmark sets:
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benchmark set
Glucose BreakID SEL SP SLS
app14 (300/160)
222
220
215 179 187
hard14 (300/107)
174
189
188 172 175
app16 (299/131)
150
151
151 127 141
hard16 (200/131)
52
93
80 48 70
highly (204/202)
106
151
152 151 113
Table 3. Total number of successfully solved instances for each of the five solver
configurations and each of the five benchmark sets.

– app14: the application benchmarks of the 2014 SAT competition. 300 instances; BreakID detected some symmetry for 160 of these.
– hard14: the hard-combinatorial benchmarks of the 2014 SAT competition.
300 instances; BreakID detected some symmetry for 107 of these.
– app16: the application benchmarks of the 2016 SAT competition. 299 instances; BreakID detected some symmetry for 131 of these.
– hard16: the hard-combinatorial benchmarks of the 2016 SAT competition.
200 instances; BreakID detected some symmetry for 131 of these.
– highly: an eclectic set of highly symmetric instances collected over the years.
204 instances; BreakID detected some symmetry for 202 of these. Instance
families include graph coloring, pigeonhole, Ramsey theorem, channel routing, planning, counting, logistics and Urquhart’s problems.
We reiterate that detailed experimental results, benchmark instances and
source code of the employed systems have been made available online [11, 12, 13].
Table 3 lists the number of successfully solved instances for each of the five
solver configurations and each of the five benchmark sets. Except for Glucose,
BreakID’s symmetry detection and breaking time are accounted in the total
solving time.
First and foremost, BreakID jumps out of the pack as the best all-around
configuration: performing well on the strongly symmetric highly instances, as
well as on the more challenging SAT competition instances, of which especially
app14 and app16 feature very large instances.
Second, SEL seems quite competitive. In hard14, app16 and highly, SEL
and BreakID trade blows. Only on hard16, SEL’s performance seems significantly inferior to BreakID.
Third, Glucose performs badly on highly, which can be expected given the
strong symmetry properties of those instances. hard16’s low success rate is due
to 35 pigeonhole instances and 38 highly symmetric tseitingrid instances.
Fourth, SP performs very well on highly, but is dead last in all other benchmark sets. This might be due to its embedding in the older MiniSAT, or due to
the overhead of keeping track of weakly inactive symmetries.
Finally, SLS is not able to clinch the lead in any of the benchmark sets, and
especially the bad results on highly are surprising for a symmetry exploiting
technique. We conjecture that highly symmetric instances lead to an uncontrolled
symmetrical clause generation, choking SLS’s learned clause store.
For this, it is worth looking at the number of instances where a solver exceeded the 16GB memory limit (a memout). These results are given in Table 4.
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benchmark set
Glucose BreakID
app14 (300/160)
0
0
hard14 (300/107)
0
0
app16 (299/131)
0
0
hard16 (200/131)
0
0
highly (204/202)
0
0
Table 4. Total number of instances that exceeded

SEL SP SLS
18 23 41
1 1 13
2 21 47
14 0 49
5 3 50
the 16GB memory limit.

From Table 4, it is clear that all symmetrical learning approaches (SEL, SP,
SLS) struggle with heavy memory consumption. SLS in particular is unable to
solve many symmetrical instances due to memory constraints. SEL on the other
hand, has relatively few memouts, concentrated mainly in the benchmark sets
app14 and hard16 – the same as those were it had to give BreakID the lead.
We conclude that SEL is a viable symmetrical learning, and by extension,
dynamic symmetry handling approach. However, care must be taken that not
too many symmetrical clauses are learned, filling up all available memory.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented symmetric explanation learning (SEL), a form of
symmetrical learning based on learning symmetric images of explanation clauses
for unit propagations performed during search. A key idea is that these symmetric clauses are only learned when they would restrict the current search state,
i.e., when they are unit or conflicting.
We related SEL to symmetry propagation (SP) and the symmetrical learning
scheme (SLS), and gave a sufficient condition on when symmetrical learning can
be combined with common SAT preprocessing techniques.
We further provided a working implementation of SEL and SLS embedded
in Glucose, and experimentally evaluated SEL, SLS, SP, Glucose and the
symmetry breaking preprocessor BreakID on more than 1300 benchmark instances. Our conclusion is that SEL outperforms other symmetrical learning
approaches, and functions as an effective general purpose dynamic symmetry
handling technique, almost closing the gap with static symmetry breaking.
For future work, we expect that the efficiency of our implementation can still
be improved. Specifically, investigating how to reduce SEL’s memory overhead,
perhaps by aggressive learned clause deletion techniques, has definite potential.
On the theoretical front of symmetrical learning, much work remains to be
done on effectiveness guarantees similar to those provided by complete static
symmetry breaking. Informally, a symmetry breaking formula ψ is complete for
a given symmetry group if no two symmetric solutions satisfy ψ [33]. For instance, BreakID guarantees that its symmetry breaking formulas are complete
for row interchangeability symmetry, resulting in very fast pigeonhole solving
times. Maybe a similar guarantee can be given for some form of symmetrical
learning?
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